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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Chief Information Officer (CIO) wants to improve the
security of the company's data.
Which of the following is a management control that should be
implemented to ensure employees are using encryption to
transmit sensitive information?
A. Standards
B. HTTPS
C. Policies
D. VPN
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: C,D
Explanation:
The mask 255.255.254.0 (/23) used with a Class A address means
that there are 15 subnet bits and 9 host bits. The block size
in the third octet is 2 (256 - 254). So this makes the subnets
in 0,
2, 4, 6, etc., all the way to 254. The host 10.16.3.65 is in
the 2.0 subnet. The next subnet is 4.0, so the broadcast
address for the 2.0 subnet is 3.255. The valid host addresses
are 2.1 through
3.254

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two options are BGP attributes that are updated when
router sends an update to its eBGP peer? (Choose two.)
A. AS_path
B. local preference
C. weight
D. next-hop
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
AS_Path describes the inter-AS path taken to reach a
destination. It gives a list of AS Numbers traversed when
reaching to a destination. Every BGP speaker when advertising a
route to a peer will include its own AS number in the NLRI. The
subsequent BGP speakers who advertise this route will add their
own AS number to the AS_Path, the subsequent AS numbers get
prepended to the list. The end result is the AS_Path attribute
is able to describe all the autonomous systems it has
traversed, beginning with the most recent AS and ending with
the originating AS. NEXT_HOP Attribute specifies the next hop
IP address to reach the destination advertised in the NLRI.
NEXT_HOP is a well-known mandatory attribute that is included
in every eBGP update. ReferencE.
http://netcerts.net/bgp-path-attributes-and-the-decision-proces
s/

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are managing an Oracle Database 11 g instance with ASM
storage. You lost an ASM disk group DATA. You have RMAN backup
of data as well as ASM metadata backup.
You want to re-create the missing disk group by using the
ASMCMD md_restore command. Which of these methods would you use
to achieve this? (Choose all that apply.)
A. Restore the disk group with the exact configuration as the
backed-up disk group, using
the same disk group
name, same set of disks, and failure group configurations.
B. Restore metadata in an existing disk group by passing the
existing disk group name as
an input parameter.
C. Restore the disk group with the exact configuration as the
backed-up disk group, using
the same disk group name, same set of disks, failure group
configurations, and data on the
disk group.
D. Restore the disk group with changed disk group
specification, failure group specification,
disk group name, and
other disk attributes.
Answer: A,B,D
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